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Building Typology Principles 

1. Design based on building type 

2. Provide adaptability

3. Respond to climate, culture and place

4. Go beyond baseline design standards

5. Treat waste as a resource

6. Reduce the carbon footprint

7. Increase human potential

8. Ensure design intent

9. Encourage collaboration

10. Capture pedagogical opportunities

11. Optimize operations



MEASURING SUCCESS BUILDING TYPOLOGY

Living Campus Principle: Overall campus performance is to be climate neutral or better 

DRAFT METRICS

Design based on building type 

Fundamental Strategy:

Use scientifically informed design
All building types selected for Carolina North shall be 
analyzed for energy and water conservation and efficiency 
measures prior to design.

(This analysis will be available to the users, facility and 
operations staff, energy services and design team for use 
in design and planning decisions. It could be used in 
RFP/RFQ documents.)
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Living Campus Principle: The campus will increase vitality of people, prosperity and the planet

Provide adaptability

Fundamental Strategy:

Accommodate program and regulatory changes
STRATEGIES:

Evaluate all buildings during the design phase 
for reasonable reactions to program changes

Use life cycle assessments for selecting 
materials, assemblies and systems to minimize 
maintenance, repair and replacement

Enable disassembly of all building components 
(shell, services, furnishings and finishes) so they 
can more easily be reused or recycled
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Living Campus Principle: The campus will increase vitality of people, prosperity and the planet

Respond to climate, culture and place

Localize sources for materials
METRIC: Lightweight materials shall not come from more 

than “X” miles from Carolina North, medium 
weight materials “X” miles, heavy materials “X”
miles
Goal: Lightweight materials 1,000 miles

Medium weight materials 500 miles
Heavy material 250 miles

Optimize solar orientation
METRIC: Buildings are oriented east / west so that the 

longer façade faces solar south, +/- “X” degrees
Goal: +/-7 degrees

Respect the topography of the land
METRIC: Land “X” feet beyond all building footprints shall 

not be disturbed during construction
Goal: 20 feet
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Respond to climate, culture and place
Utilize free resources first

METRIC: Provide a minimum daylight illumination level of “X”
footcandles in a minimum of “X”% of all regularly 
occupied areas including common spaces.
Goal: 25 footcandles, 85%

METRIC: “X”% of perimeter spaces shall have operable 
windows.
Goal: 100%

METRIC: “X”% of rooftop rainwater shall be harvested for non-
potable uses.
Goal: 100%

METRIC: Minimum “X”% of campus wide rooftop rainwater 
shall be harvested and cleaned for potable use.
Goal: 25%

Integrate site-appropriate renewable energy sources
METRIC: “X”% of all campus buildings shall have provisions 

for integrating renewable energy sources that can 
be tied to the central energy supply system
Goal: 100%
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Fundamental Strategy:
Exceed local energy and water codes

STRATEGY : All buildings on campus shall be 
more efficient than the local energy and water 
codes (The level of efficiency will be determined for 
each building type)

Exceed energy policy act (water)
METRIC: Every building shall use a minimum of “X”% less 

potable water than the indoor water use baseline 
calculated for the building, after meeting the Energy 
Policy Act of 1992 fixture performance requirements.
Goal: 60%-70% less

Exceed current ASHRAE 90.1-energy standard for buildings
METRIC: As an aggregate the buildings on the Carolina 

North Campus shall be a minimum of “X”% more 
efficient than the current ASHRAE 90.1-Energy Standard 
for Buildings Except Low-Rise Residential Buildings
Goal: 35%

Go beyond baseline design standards
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Treat waste as a resource

Living Campus Principle: Overall campus performance is to be climate neutral or better 
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Group synergistic building types together
METRIC: “X”% of excess energy and water from each building 

will feed adjacent buildings or the central system
Goal: 100%

Participate in campus-wide recycling program
METRIC: “X”% of campus buildings will recycle all glass, 

metal, paper, cardboard, paperboard and plastics.
Goal: 100%

Compost organic materials
METRIC: “X”% of campus organic wastes shall be composted 

onsite.
Goal: 100%

Recycle or reuse building materials
METRIC: Ensure that a minimum of “X”% of all materials, 

products, and systems used in a building are 
recyclable or able to be salvaged for reuse
Goal: 90%

DRAFT METRICS
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Living Campus Principle: Overall campus performance is to be climate neutral or better 

Reduce the carbon footprint
Reduce fossil fuel use
METRIC: Reduce fossil fuel use for all buildings at 

Carolina North incrementally to “X” by the year 
2030 

Goal: zero

Create carbon neutral buildings
METRIC: Purchase renewable energy credits or carbon 

offsets for “X”% of all non-renewable energy 
fuels used.

Goal: 100%

Account for Impact of Construction
METRIC: “X”% of campus construction projects shall 

offset their embodied carbon footprint through 
a one-time carbon offset

Goal: 100%
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Increase human potential
Provide connections to the natural environment
METRIC: Provide at least “X”% of the regularly occupied spaces and 

public common spaces with views to the outside.
Goal: 90%

Provide and maintain acceptable thermal comfort
METRIC: Design “X”% buildings to comply with the current AHSRAE 

55, Thermal Environmental Conditions for Human 
Occupancy. (The environmental factors addressed are 
temperature, thermal radiation, humidity, and air speed; the 
personal factors are those of activity and clothing). 
Goal: 100%

Eliminate products that negatively affect indoor air quality
METRIC: “X”% of all campus buildings shall comply with LEEDTM

credits for Indoor Environmental Quality 4.1-4.4 for reducing 
off-gassing and volatile organic compounds.
Goal: 100%

Select benign materials and products
METRIC: X% of buildings shall avoid materials that include known 

persistent bio-accumulating toxins, carcinogens, and 
reproductive toxicants
Goal:  100%
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Living Campus Principle: The campus will increase vitality of people, prosperity and the planet

Increase human potential
Provide and maintain acceptable indoor air quality
METRIC: Design “X” buildings other than  labs to comply with the 

current ASHRAE 62-Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor 
Air Quality
Goal:  100%

METRIC: Design “X” lab buildings to comply with current 
ANSI/AHIA Z9.5, American National Standard for 
Laboratory Ventilation
Goal:  100%

Provide controllability of comfort systems
METRIC: Provide at least “X”% of building occupants with 

individual comfort controls or access to operable 
windows for building perimeter (20ft) occupants
Goal: 50%

Provide controllability of lighting systems
METRIC: Provide at least “X”% of building occupants with 

lighting controls
Goal: 90%
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Living Campus Principle: Overall campus performance is to be climate neutral or better 

Ensure design intent

Fundamental Strategy:
Commission all buildings.

STRATEGY: Assign a third party commissioning 
agent to work with the design team from design 
through post-occupancy on all building projects.
The agent shall verify the installation, calibration 
and performance of the energy and water related 
systems according to the owner’s projects 
requirements, basis of design, and construction 
documents.
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Living Campus Principle: The campus is pedagogical

Encourage collaboration

Create collaboration spaces
METRIC: The number of cross discipline projects shall 

increase to at least “X”% of all campus 
research projects. OR Multiple discipline 
research projects increases to a minimum of 
“X” per day.
Goal: 25% or five per day

Capture potential functional uses
METRIC: Each space (indoor and outdoor) created 

shall have at least “X” functional uses
Goal: three
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Living Campus Principle: The campus is pedagogical

Capture pedagogical opportunities
Provide access to sustainable systems

METRIC: At least “X”% of research projects will be about 
sustainable technologies

Goal: 25%

Collect and share performance data

METRIC: “X”% of campus buildings shall have a means to 
collect real time performance data and be able 
to share the results to the public at large via the 
world wide web (www).

Goal: 100%

Demonstrate developing technologies

METRIC: At least “X”% of campus buildings shall 
demonstrate a developing technology for energy 
efficiency, water efficiency, or reuse of 
resources that is appropriate for that building 
type.

Goal: 50%
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Optimize operations

Living Campus Principle: The campus will increase vitality of people, prosperity and the planet

Incorporate healthy cleaning practices
METRIC: Implement a campus-wide green housekeeping 

program where at least “X”% of products meet a 
low-toxicity or non-toxic cleaning product 
standard, such as the Green Seal standards.
Goal: 90%

Account for ongoing building resource consumption
METRIC: All projects obtaining LEED-NC certification will 

obtain LEED EB Certification after “X” years of 
operation
Goal: Five

Utilize post occupancy evaluations
METRIC: Provide post occupancy evaluations after the first 

and fifth years of use for “X”% of campus 
buildings and incorporate  the evaluation findings 
into future projects
Goal: 100%
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Implement: City of Seattle’s Sustainable Building Tool
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Building Types Studied

•Fire Station
•Office

•Tenant Improvement
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Macro Strategies Identified

Energy Efficiency Measures
12 Saving Strategies Identified

Water Efficiency Measures
6 Saving Strategies Identified

• Low Flow Fixtures
• Low Flow Water Closets
• Waterless Urinals
• Native Landscaping
• Rainwater Harvesting
• Graywater System

• Optimized Glazing
• Optimized Shading
• Optimized Lighting
• Daylight Dimming
• Efficient Equipment
• Building Orientation
• Building Massing
• Thermal Mass
• Optimized Mechanical      

Systems
• Natural Ventilation
• Passive Solar
• Optimized Envelope
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Ranking of energy strategies: Medium Office, Seattle
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Cumulative energy measures: Medium Office, Seattle

Base Case

Naturally Ventilated

Nat Vent + Mech Improvements

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Improved Envelope

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar 
+ Improve Glazing

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + 
Imp Glaz + Daylight

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + 
Imp Glaz + Daylight + Lower Equipment Power

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + 
Imp Glaz + Daylight + Equipment + Lights
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Building Operation: Medium Office, Seattle

Base Case

Naturally Ventilated

Nat Vent + Mech Improvements

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Improved Envelope

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + Improve 
Glazing

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + Imp Glaz + 
Daylight

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + Imp Glaz + 
Daylight + Lower Equipment Power

Nat Vent + Mech Imp + Imp Env + OH + Solar + Imp Glaz + 
Daylight + Equipment + Lights
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Emissions: Medium Office, Seattle
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Medium Office Building 
City of Seattle
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Base case water use:  Medium Office, Seattle
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Efficient case water use:  Medium Office, Seattle
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Adding graywater reuse:  Medium Office, Seattle
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Using harvested rainwater:  Medium Office, Seattle
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Seattle’s Sustainable Building Tool

www2.ci.seattle.wa.us/Implement
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City of Seattle’s Sustainable Building Tool
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Implement: Medium Office Energy Matrix
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Implement: Medium Office Orientation (Sub-Tool)
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Implement: Medium Office Water Matrix
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